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INTRODUCTION

T

he flooding which occurred in parts of Nigeria in 2012 is the country's worst in living
memory. As a septuagenarian in one of the affected communities in Rivers State puts
it, “we have never seen anything like this before. Even my parents never told me of
such flooding in the past”.i This was a testimony from a resident of a community that is
within the floodplains of the Niger Delta, which is inundated annually during the late period
of the rainy season - experienced between March and November. Community members in
these parts live with the annual floods, and understand what to expect. Indeed the 2012
floods were unusual in magnitude in several parts of Nigeria. That may explain why the
country's governments at national, state and local levels did not have an adequate
emergency management programme to deal with the massive flooding in the north and
south of the country when the Niger and Benue Rivers, as well as their tributaries,
overflowed their banks.
Though the unusually large floods were predicted by the Nigeria Meteorological Agency
(NIMET), governments at all tiers failed to act on time, resulting in the worst humanitarian
crisis in Nigeria since the Civil War of 1967-1970. Communities in a record 30% of the
country's landmass were submerged by the floods, affecting an estimated 7.7million
persons. Well over 300 people were killed while more than two million people were displaced
from their homes. Farmlands and homes were inundated in 30 of the 36 states of Nigeria.i i
The first cases of flash floods in the year occurred as early as July with one incidence near
Jos, Plateau State, resulting in the death of over 30 people and the destruction of over 200
homes.iii However, despite these incidents and warnings from national and international
agencies, government failed to act. Adequate measures were not put in place to alert
residents of vulnerable communities; neither did the governments take any early measures
to prepare for evacuations. As the floods increased some people ended living in canoes, and
even on treetops. Food and water became scarce. Formal education was halted. Many
people escaped from their communities to seek shelter with relatives living on higher
ground. Others were forced to take shelter in schools and halls without healthcare and
sanitation.
This Briefing presents an examination of the flood phenomenon and institutional responses
to it in Bayelsa State and Rivers State, which are located in the Niger Delta. It contains
findings from the teams of researchers, including community volunteers, which closely
monitored the developments with the floods in both states. The teams went to flooded
communities, visited flood relief camps, interacted and held interviews with diverse persons
including flood victims, government officials charged with relief management and
journalists who covered different aspects of the flood disaster.
The management of the humanitarian crisis that the floods generated has brought to the
fore glaring lack of political will and institutional ineptitude in disaster management in
Nigeria. When governments responded to the relief efforts, funds and resources were
diverted by its officials and politically connected individuals who saw the emergency
situation as an opportunity to dispense and receive patronage on the basis of party
affiliation.
The rights of victims were grossly abused in some cases. In one glaring example, a HIV
positive woman and her two children were left without adequate food and medical care and
later forcedly evicted from a relief camp on the orders of the Deputy Governor of Rivers
State. She died a few days after.
This Briefing contains recommendations on possible ways of better management of natural
disasters in future. This is with a view to reducing the toll of such natural disasters on both
the country as a whole and the citizens.
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DISASTER PREDICTION:
FAILURE OF EARLY WARNING

I

n March of 2012, the Nigeria Meteorological Agency (NIMET) issued its Seasonal
Rainfall Prediction in which it indicated that there would be an increase in rainfall,
which would cause flooding in some states of the country. According to NIMET,

“It should also be noted that wet spells and flash floods could
occur even in areas with a likelihood of near normal to below
normal rainfall. Such flash floods may lead to physical damage to
crops in the field, agricultural equipment and structures like
dams as well as physical damage to infrastructure-roads, railway
lines, telecommunication networks etc. Also loss of lives and
displacement of large populations due to disruption of
agricultural activities as result of extreme weather is VERY
likely”. iv
NIMET stated in particular that the River Niger would overflow its bank, noting that this
would pose serious threat to those living close to the river's floodplain. The agency warned of
the risk of unprecedented flooding of the River Niger floodplains as excess water would have
to be released from the Kainji and Jebba hydro damsv. NIMET also conducted study of soil
samples from some of states to conclude that soils were already porous from rainfall and
thus did not have much more capacity to hold water. It named some of the states to include
Delta, Taraba, Kogi, Cross river, Niger, Rivers, Bayelsa, Plateau, Adamawa, Benue etc.
NIMET's warnings were reported in Nigerian newspapers. These were followed by
newspaper commentaries in which in which the federal and state governments were urged
to initiate contingency measures. But the warnings of NIMET were ignored by the federal
government as well as the governments of the states and local governments.
Shortly after NIMET's predictions, the National Emergency Management Agency (NEMA)
intimated state governments about the forecast and its implications to the people. NEMA
issued an immediate evacuation order to residents around the river and impressed it upon
state governments to move communities along the riverbanks to higher grounds. The Head,
Public Relations of NEMA, Mallam Yushau Shuaib however said that despite being
forewarned of the looming danger, many state governments were either too confused to act
immediately on the matter or chose to look away from the impending problem until they
were confronted with it. Many of them, he said, failed to sensitize their citizens about the
looming emergency situation.v i
In June of 2012, NIMET wrote letters to State governors in the country informing them of the
impending flood and advising them on measures to take to help mitigate same. Again, these
letters were ignored.
In August of 2012, persistent rainfall in parts of the country resulted in the Niger and Benue
rivers overflowing their banks. The overwhelming floods were first experienced in the
northern parts of Nigeria. By September, communities in over 250 local government areas
in the country had been inundated. Worst hit was Kogi State with inundation of 341,900
hectares and a crop loss on 72,200 hectares. Taraba State had about 256,800 hectares of
landmass floodedv ii. While it is known that the Niger flows southwards, none of the states in
southern Nigeria with communities in its floodplains took any measures to prepare for the
floods downstream. It still took members of communities in the Niger Delta by surprise
when the floods affected their areas, as the governments looked the other way.
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CLIMATE CHANGE
The Nigeria Meteorological Agency (NIMET) attributed the increased rainfall and
large floods in 2012 to climate change. Indeed, the extreme and unusual
weather conditions, as exemplified with the floods, highlighted the reality of
climate change and the need to initiate short term and long term measures for
adaptation.
All the prognosis available suggest that throughout the twenty-first century,
Nigeria will experience alterations in weather patterns with changes in
temperatures, rainfall, sea level rise, storms and flash floods. The experience of
the 2012 floods, in which millions of people were displaced and vast amounts of
crops were destroyed, could result in exacerbated impoverishment, increase in
diseases, unemployment and conflicts over increasingly scarce resources.
With the agricultural sector serving as the main source of employment in
Nigeria and contributing over 40% of GDP, a failure to properly conceive and
implement climate change adaptation measures could cripple the development
aspirations of the country, and imperil its population.

FLOODS IN THE NIGER DELTA:
BETWEEN SELF-HELP AND POOR STATE RESPONSE
In Bayelsa, eighty percent of the State was covered by floods as six out of its eight local
government areas were affected. These include; Yenagoa, Sagbama, Ekeremor,
Kolokuma/Opokuma, Ogbia and Southern Ijaw. Several communities in these local
government areas such as Adagbabiri, Peretorugbene, Agbere, Ofoni, Ayamasa, Sabagriea,
Igbedi, Famgbe, Yenaka, Ogu, Fortorugbene, Agbura, Aguadama-Epetiama, Oporoma,
Ndoro, Tombia, Peremabiri, Elemebiri, Asamabiri, Angalabiri, Opokuma, Odi, Kaiama,
Biseni, Gbarantoru, Tombia Amassoma and Ekeremor among others were submerged. v iii
In Rivers State, 183 communities in four local councils namely Ahoada East, Ahoada West,
Abua Odual and Ogba/Egbema/Ndoni local council areas were affected by the floods . A
ix
record 830,000 people in the state were displaced by the floods, according to state
government statistics.

“There was no
information at all and
that is why people were
taken unawares. People
were not aware that a
flood of this magnitude
was coming”.
- Dandy Mgbewe, Secretary,
Community Development
Committee, Okwuzi (Rivers
State)

Flooded Okwuzi community market, ONELGA, Rivers State. November 2012
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Despite being warned, authorities at the state and local councils seemed to have been
caught unawares and clearly appeared unprepared for the situation. This was evident in the
response to the crisis; for at least one week after the outbreak of the flood, no help had
arrived for the affected people. Governments and the emergency management bodies did not
immediately dispatch any rescue and relief facilities and hundreds of thousands of
residents were trapped by the floods in the both states. Stranded residents in desperation
resorted to self help. While some climbed tall buildings, others were forced to make canoes
their homes. Many people, without the means of transportation, abandoned their entire
property to the waters.
Thus did many loose valuables including crop farms, fish farms, business establishments,
household items and other valuables. Given the rapidity with which the water level rose,
people were trapped between saving some of their property, saving their lives or salvaging
some harvest from their farms. In most of the affected communities, virtually all
unharvested crops of an entire planting season were lost to the floods. The food crises
occasioned by this was immediately noticeable in the 500% rise in the price of basic food
items including yams and garri as by the beginning of November. While the price may have
reduced thereafter, the reduction is a result of the sourcing of food from other parts of the
country especially the south east. It is reasoned that the loss of an entire farming season will
have deleterious effect on the supply of food in Nigeria's Niger Delta and other affected parts
of Nigeria.

Okwuzi (Rivers State): Woman and children paddling
through the flood to safety. November 2012

It is quite unfortunate, when the
flood started, we expected much
help from our local government
Chairman; he came here, we
showed him round. That was even
when the water was still coming, so
he promised that he was going to
bring aid to the people…After a
long time, the only time they came
here, they came with just two bags
of rice. The people in the flood
camp were angry and chased him
away with those things and he
went to the Police and reported
that he was attacked and the police
came with him to the camp and
that was it… And so nothing, after
that, he abandoned the camp.
Testimony of a flood victim in
Okwuzi, Ogba/Egbema/Ndoni Local
Government Area, Rivers State

The South- South Zonal office of the National Emergency Management Agency (NEMA)
attributed the agency’s slow response to flooded roads. According to its Zonal Director,
Emenike Omessi “some communities that hitherto called themselves upland suddenly
found themselves to be riverine”. Communities that were previously accessible by road now
needed to be reached by boats and canoes. NEMA merely advised flood victims to “move to
higher grounds” x while it made effort to assist them. In the end most people did not feel the
presence of NEMA.
In Bayelsa and Rivers states, both elected and appointed local government officials were
largely conspicuously absent in the midst of the situation. Political office holders such as
Councilors and Council Chairmen relocated to safe places and did little or nothing to
evacuate their constituents to safe places.
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Shelter in Flood Camps
eeks after the floods had ravaged part of north and south of the country, the
president of Nigeria, Goodluck Jonathan in October finally announced that the
federal government would contribute N17.6 billion to assist flood victims. Out of
the amount over N13 billion was distributed to the affected states while the remainder was
given to federal agencies such as NEMA.xiThe president refused to impose a State of
Emergency, despite calls from international agencies, including the United Nations.xiiA State
of Emergency would have contributed to galvanizing international institutional response to
the disaster situation in the face of glaring inadequacies on the part of the Nigerian
authorities. Instead, the federal government hinged its response on ill-equipped and poorly
willed state governments. On their part the state governments of Bayelsa and Rivers followed
up the president's announcement with their own belated response.
Governments of Bayelsa and Rivers States eventually set up structures where persons
displaced by the floods were to be temporarily sheltered pending the recession of the floods.
In many cases, especially in Rivers State, government merely appeared in buildings were
community members had taken shelter. These structures were called the flood relief camps.
These camps were then meant to be managed by the state governments with the supposed
inputs of NEMA and the local councils of the flood areas. The camps served as the centralized
point for provision of immediate shelter, food and medicines to victims of the floods.
Authorities in both states of Bayelsa and Rivers as well as the NEMA zonal authority made
profuse claims of effective management of the camps where they contended that they had
provided adequate shelter, subsistence, sanitary and healthcare facilities for the displaced
persons. Investigations by Social Action however revealed that shelter/accommodation as
well as mattresses and sleeping materials were grossly insufficient for displaced persons in
the camps. Many including children were having to lie on bare floors or on pieces of clothing
in any available space in the camps. Hundreds of displaced persons were cramped into
rooms or halls with little or no consideration to ventilation thus exposing inmates to risk of
contamination with airborne diseases.
Bayelsa State
In Bayelsa State, an Emergency Flood Management Committee headed by the Deputy
Governor was set up by the state government to oversee the flood issues. The state
government voted the sum of N1.5 billion to, according to the Speaker of the State’s House of
Assembly, Benson Kombowei, “cushion the effects of the devastating flood.xiiiThe major flood
relief camps in the state were located inside the indoor bowl of the Samson Siasia sports
stadium and the Bishop Demiari Grammar School. Both are in Yenagoa, the state capital.
NEMA had also set up a camp at Igbogene, near Yenagoa. This camp was located on a
helipad. In total, these camps did not contain more than 7000 inhabitants, which is a small
number when viewed against the
magnitude of the floods and rough
estimates of the total number of the
displaced.
However, the exact
statistics of displaced persons and
camp inhabitants in the state could
not be ascertained as the state
government said it lacked the
accurate statistics of displaced
persons in the state. According to the
Media Coordinator of the flood
committee and commissioner for
Information, Mr. Markson Fefegha,”
those who were hired by the
committee to take records of the
number of victims sabotaged the
system”. xiv

W

Over-crowded Samson Siasia Stadium,
Yenegoa Bayelsa State
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Rivers State
In Rivers State, flood camps were set up in various communities in the four local
government areas affected by the floods. The State government also set up a Committee
headed by the Deputy Governor, which is charged with the management of the camps and
other flood related matters. According to the state government, of the over 800,000 people
displaced by the flood in the state, 50,000 persons were in the camps.x v
Besides the official camps recognized by the government, pockets of unofficial camps were
also set up. For example, makeshift camps at Oruama and Joinkrama in Ahoada West Local
Government Area existed side by side with the official camp in Akinima.

Stranded victims at the roadside in Ahoada-West Local Government Area, Rivers State

Social Action's monitoring visits to camps at Okwuzi, Okposi, Erema (Ogba-Eggema-Ndoni Local
Government Area); Akinima town hall, Council Secretariat, Akinima (Ahoada West Local
Government Area) reveal that contrary to the public claims of the Chairman of the Rivers State
Flood Disaster Management Committee and Deputy Governor of the State, Tele Ikuru, to the effect
that the displaced persons have sufficient supply of food, health and sanitationx,vi the situation at
the camps revealed a starkly contrasting picture.
Food & Subsistence
Feeding was generally poor in most of the camps in the states. With little consideration given to
nutrition, displaced persons in the camps were fed mostly same course of meal (noodles, rice or
garri with a local soup). Proteins hardly featured in these meals even when the population of
growing children was very significant in these camps.
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Bayelsa State
Camps in Bayelsa state had insufficient supply of food needs. While the Yenagoa camps,
including those at Igbogene and Bishop Demiari Grammer School had relatively better
levels of feeding of displaced persons, same cannot be said of the many others camps in
parts of the state. Complaints of poor feeding as well as lack of provision of basic necessities
such as toiletries were widespread amongst residents of the camps. In a camp in Biseni,
near Yenegoa, food items supplied to the camp did not meet the needs of the flood victims.
Rivers State
In one camp, situated at Akinima town hall (Ahoada West Local Government Area),
inadequate raw rations of rice was apportioned to camp residents to serve as their feeding.
In other camps such as Okposi camp (in Ogba/Egbema/Ndoni Local Government Area), the
feeding schedule was tardy with breakfast being served as late as 2pm most days. Most of
the materials and food items donated to the flood victims in the state were not in the camps
as the camps merely had bags of raw rice, garri and noodles. Accusations and counter
accusations of diversion of funds and flood relief materials were rife amongst officials
charged with the management of the flood disaster in the state.
Health & Sanitation
In an encampment of humans numbering thousands, pathogens and other disease
carrying organisms could easily multiply. Premium should, therefore, be placed on
sanitation and health concerns with adequate consideration made for the provision of
medical facilities and personnel, toilets, mosquito nets, disinfectants, fumigation etc.
Rivers State
These provisions were non-existent in most of the flood camps in Rivers state. Flood camps
such as the Okposi camp, Akinima Camp, Okwuzi camp etc had no medical personnel or
drug supplies of any sort. Several births were recorded amongst female inmates in these
camps with absolutely no maternal or neo-natal care provided by the government of either
the state or local council.

Newly born baby in Erema camp (Rivers State)

Other diseases such as pneumonia, malaria, cough etc were also widespread amongst
women and children with no medical attention given.
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EVICTED TO DIE:
THE CASE OF MRS. MAUREEN LUCKY

M

rs. Maureen Lucky, a mother of three children and native of Okwuzi community in
Ogba/Egbema/Ndoni Local Government Area (ONELGA) of Rivers State. She was HIV positive
and lived alone with her children, after her husband abandoned her. When the floods swept
through her community, her mud house collapsed under its tide. She and her children became homeless.
When the state government set up camps for flood victims in the state, Mrs. Maureen along with two of her
children went to the flood camp in her community, Okwuzi, to seek shelter.
On the first of November 2012, during one of Social Action's monitoring visits to the flood camps, its
monitoring team came across this woman who was in a precarious health condition at the Okwuzi camp.
Social Action was informed by the Camp Commandant that she was HIV positive. The Camp Commandant
further informed the team that no medical attention had been or was being given to the woman as there were
no medical personnel (Nurse or Doctor) or drug supply in the camp. This was contrary to the claims of Tele
Ikuru, Deputy Governor of the Rivers State and Chairman of the Flood Management Committee in the state,
who had boasted that all relief camps had been provided with adequate medical facilities.
The monitoring team was very disturbed by this situation and immediately sought audience with the
Chairman of the Local Government Council (ONELGA), Mr Raymond Wokocha. Social Action aquinted him
with some of its findings from its monitoring visits to the camps in his Council and particularly drew his
attention to, amongst other issues, the absence of medical facilities and the grave danger such inadequacies
posed to the thousands of persons living in the camps. Specifically, Social Action cited the case of Mrs. Lucky.
Amazingly, the Chairman of the Council got angry and questioned the Social Action team thus: “who gave her
HIV?.” Social Action's monitoring team was completely astonished at the display of ignorance by such a highly
placed public servant. However the team painstakingly impressed it upon the ONELGA Council Chairman to
urgently see to the health needs of the woman and indeed the numerous other ill persons in the camp. The
Council Chairman committed to doing this.
The team also sought audience with the office of the Chairman of the State Flood management Committee and
Deputy Governor of Rivers State, Tele Ikuru where it communicated findings on the state of camps, with
particular reference to Mrs. Maureen Lucky. Mr. Ikuru's office was informed of the disturbing absence of
medical facilities in most of the camps in the state which was a sharp contradiction to the earlier claims of
Rivers State Flood Management Committee.
Social Action further discussed the development on its weekly radio program through which it strongly urged
the Rivers State Government to address the healthcare needs of the thousands of its citizens living in the
camps.
th
On the 4 of November 2012, the chairman of the Rivers State Flood Management Committee and Deputy
Governor of the State, in company of the Chairman of ONELGA and other members of the Flood Committee,
stormed the Okwuzi flood camp where they identified Mrs. Lucky as the HIV positive woman. Instead of
providing her with medical care, the high ranking political office holders ordered that the woman be evicted
from the camp along with her two little
children.
After the woman was forcefully removed
from the camp she went to take shelter
inside an uncompleted building, where
Social Action met her with two of her
children on 18 November 2012. She told
Social Action that she was evicted by the
Deputy Governor of the State who she said
came to the camp “with plenty MOPOL and
plenty Soldiers…”.
With the floods receding and people
returning to their homes, Mrs. Lucky was
left helpless with her children. She died on
24 November 2012.
Mrs. Lucky with two of her children after they
were forced out of the Okwuzi flood relief camp
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There were also no provision of water in most of the camps in the state, this created very
poor sanitary situation and further endangered the lives of displaced persons. At the
Akinima towm hall camp for instance, there was no provision for potable water for the
displaced persons in the camp and inmates thus resorted to drinking flood polluted water
found in the environment. There was also no toilet facility and cramped population in this
camp had no choice but to defecate into the flood water from where they bathe and drink.
At the Okposi camp, construction of water facility was being done after over one month of
setting up the camp. The same as toilets and bathrooms which were still under
construction as at the time of the government ordered closure of the camps. Many of the
flood victims camped in effect never made use of any functional bathroom or toilet facility.

Construction of toilet at Okposi Camp (Rivers State) a month after camp was opened. November 2012

Bayelsa State
Bayelsa state stood tall in the area of health care provision for flood displaced persons in its camps.
Most of the flood camps in Bayelsa state had a stationed team of medical personnel. Drugs were also
supplied adequately to the camps. At the Igbogene Camp, 2 out of the 15 tents mounted on the
concrete helipad slab were converted to make-shift medicine dispensaries with qualified nurses
and doctors attending to patients from the camps.
There was also adequate provision of water as the state government had drilled boreholes in
virtually all the flood camps in the state. At the BDGS camp, over 20 water points were provided
round the camp
Diversion of Relief Materials
Most persons interviewed expressed
dissatisfaction with the distribution of relief
materials at the camps. According to them,
there were many cases where materials were
diverted and sold in the open market. In
Bayelsa State, the Swali market and Mbiama
market (Rivers State) were ready points for the
sale of diverted materials. Social Action
discovered a 20 feet long vehicle with relief
materials including mattresses and rice
diverted and hidden away in a hotel in Yenagoa,
waiting to be sold.
Water was available in a camp In
Yenagoa, Bayelsa State
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Truck loaded with relief materials at a hotel in Yenagoa, Bayelsa State

In Bayelsa State, the gaps noticed in the distribution of relief materials by government appointed
agents were made less noticeable by the steady contribution of other agencies and NGOs. Enticed by
the flow of relief materials to the camps, an aide of the governor of Bayelsa State set up an illegal
(unapproved) flood relief camp which was located in a primary school at Kpansia. According to
sources, the rationale was to have access to relief materials which will be supplied to the camp, and
divert same for sale. The camp was created with the excuse that it will serve 'non indigenes' of the
state, in clear reaction to an existing problem of marginalization targeted at victims who though
resident in Bayelsa state, are not indigenes of the state. The camp operated for about 2 weeks before
it was dismantled.

POST-FLOOD REHABILITATION
The abrupt manner in which the Bayelsa and Rivers state governments closed down the flood camps
housing the flood victims and ordered them out leaves much to be desired. In Bayelsa State,
displaced persons were forced out of the camps on 14 November without prior notice. Victims were
not adequately informed of a rehabilitation plan. Many victims complained that the management of
the camps did not give them food to take home.
In some camps in Rivers state such as Okposi and Okwuzi camps in Ogba/Egbema/Ndoni Local
Government Area families in the camps were given a measure of 10 cups of rice and N2000 each by
the Chairman of the council and sent away from the camps in the middle of November.
There was little indication that the governments are committed to working with communities to
address issues of livelihoods of thousands of flood victims that have lost all their crops to the floods.
Most of the community members in flooded towns and villages engage in one form of agriculture or
the other either for commerce or for subsistence. Crop and fish farming is widespread and form the
major sources of livelihood for the people. The massive flooding washed away hectares of farmlands
along with all the crops therein. Fish farms and ponds were equally over-flooded with fish stock
escaping into the wild.
This situation has not just brought unquantifiable loss to these farmers many of whom had sourced
credit facilities from local co-operatives and other financial institutions to set up these agricultural
structures. It has also posed a major threat to food security in these areas as their ability to meet
their food needs has been greatly hampered by the disaster. There is need for all tiers of government
to work with communities to address the food needs and other livelihoods challenges as community
members return to their homes. A local resident of one of the affected communities explained the
challenge thus:
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People need assistance to re-establish themselves, like those whose
homes have been destroyed by the flood, they will need money or
materials to at least have a kind of shelter for themselves and they
will need money to re-establish their farms. Food aid is something
that should be continuous because even if they plant immediately
after the flood, it will take some period, maybe between four to six
months before it will be due for harvest at the earliest possible time.
Some crops may even take up to nine months and what will farmers
do in the interim. There is therefore fear that crime may rise from
here because when people don't have source of livelihood.

RECOMMENDATIONS
A.

Given the controversy that has trailed the data regarding the actual figure of
casualties and damages of the flood between states and agencies with each disputing
the figures given by the other, the different tiers of government need to work together
to put in place machinery to effectively take record of and provide accurate statistics of
the flood. This will make room for proper planning for rehabilitation.
B. In view of the enormous damages done to the homes, properties and livelihoods of the
people, a systematic and well laid out Post-Flood Rehabilitation and Reconstruction
Plan should be drawn up for all states. This should incorporate grants and credit
facilities to flood victims to assist them repair, as much as is possible, damaged
structures including shelters, farmlands and other commercial ventures that serve as
their sources of livelihood.
C. Given the apparent failure of disaster/emergency preparedness towards the flooding
and the consequent huge toll it took both on lives, livelihoods and the economy as a
resultx v,ii an effective early warning and disaster preparation mechanism should be
instituted to educate both the citizenry and relevant government bodies on responses
to emergencies/disasters.
D. The National Emergency Management Authority (NEMA) and other disaster
management agencies should be decentralized. To this end, State Emergency
Management Authority (SEMA) should be set up to free NEMA of the burdensome
bureaucracy often associated with processing authorization for action(s) during
emergencies. This has mostly proved tragic as many lives/properties have been lost to
NEMA's belated responses to emergencies owing to bureaucracy.
E. Considering that the evidence on ground did not support the claims by the Bayelsa
State Government and Rivers State Government to huge expenditures in flood
relief, there is a need for public probes of the flood relief expenditures in both
states, and nationally.
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